
I-MAX WALL

KEY FEATURES

CONTEMPORARY 
DESIGN

SUPER- SLIM DISPLAY HIGH LUMINOSITY A COORDINATED 
SOLUTION

DETAIL

A4 frame dimensions 335 x 247mm

A3 frame dimensions 459 x 335mm

A2 frame dimensions 632 x 459mm

A1 frame dimensions 879 x 632mm

A0 frame dimensions 1254 x 902mm

Depth 7mm

Combine panel 
formats Yes

Electric tension 24 Volts

LED light intensity 5000 Lux

Number of LEDs 135 (A3 frame)

Fixing system Wall mounted

Double-sided lit panel No

Watt format A4 5W

Watt format A3 7.5W

Watt format A2 10.5W

Watt format A1 26.5W

Watt format A0 35W

Compatible solutions Wall mounted, VM L (A2)

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

Designed to be installed on a wall rather than 
within our window display solutions, the Wall 
Format I-Max frame features a deep black border 
and LED illumination. The poster frame is available 
in A-series sizes from A4 to A0 and can be hung in 
either portrait or landscape orientation thanks to 
dual fixing points on the reverse of each 
illuminated poster frame.     

This LED poster frame features a sleek 7mm depth. The frames are single-sided and 
deliver 5000 Lux light intensity while drawing 5W for an A4 frame and 35W for the 
largest A0 frame. The poster frames have a magnetic opening system that means 
graphic updates can be managed easily and quickly.

The Wall Format I-Max frames can be coordinated with the double-sided window display 
I-Max frames to create a uniform solution for a variety of visual communication 
requirements. Additional options include two panoramic style frames which are 50cm 
tall and come in widths of 100cm and 150cm. The panoramic frames are ideal for long, 
narrow images such as travel photography and 360 degree compositions.       

Featuring a modern black
frame with hidden fixing 

points

A depth of just 7mm is 
consistent throughout A4 

to A0 size frames

Delivering 5000 Lux, 
this is a highly luminous 

lightbox
Match with our double- 
sided I-Max frames to  
build uniform displays

SIZE
A4
A3
A2
A1
A0

PRICE
$210 ea.

$244 ea.

$364 ea.

$534 ea.

$922 ea.


